REPLACING FRONT BEARINGS ON A BC-1 & BC-2
In 2018 The Front bearings on the BC-1 through BC-5 were changed from
sealed bearings to open bearings that require greasing every other month.
While Sealed bearings are easy to deal with maintenance wise as they do
not need greased they tend to dry out and need replaced every year or so
due to high heat. So by replacing the setup on the BC-1 thru 5 you now
need to grease bearings every other month or every 150 hours of use
(whichever comes first). But the benefit to open bearings is if properly
maintained they may last twice as long or longer the sealed bearings.

HERE ARE SOME BASIC TIPS WHEN TIME COMES TO CHANGE A
FRONT BEARING:
1. Do not wait for a bearing to seize up before replacing as it
will become much harder to remove. When bearing starts
making a squeaking or rubbing sound be ready to replace
right away.
2.
Always keep spare bearings on hand so you can replace at
the first sign that they are drying out if sealed type. If open
type by greasing with high temperature food grade grease
you should not need to replace as soon unless not properly
packed with grease by-Monthly.
3.
To replace front bearing you will need to use a bearing
puller to evenly pull bearing
off shaft. First use
Penetrating lubricant (not
WD40). Spray and let set for
several minutes.
4.
Attached bearing puller to
bearing holder so that by
tightening puller you pull
bearing from Shaft evenly:
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5. There are a couple types of bearing holders on the BC-1 & 2:

New TYPE BEARING HOLDER designed to
hold open bearing as it has a cover that
hods grease in:

6. Once bearing is removed using bearing
puller you may need to use a sand block and
or steel wool to smooth surface of shaft so
that bearing will slide on easier. Be sure to
wipe completely clean and remove all metal
shavings or metal dust that results from
sanding or steel wool.
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7. Put bearing into bearing holder and gently push onto shaft.
If needed you may use a rubber mallet to tap on gently. Also a
block of wood may be placed between mallet and bearing
holder:
(Illustration with open drum just to demonstrate methods)

8. Once Bearing is on most of the way you can
use the 3 bolts that hold bearing holder to
front plate of drum to evenly tighten to
balance bearing as it is pulled the rest of
way to front plate of roaster. You may be
able to put the front bearing cover on before
or during this process of tightening bearing
to front plate.
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BY EVENLY TIGHTENING THE 3 BOLTS
THAT PULL HOLDER & BEARING TO
FRONT PLATE IT WILL WORK LIKE A
BEARING TOOL TO PULL BEARING ITO
PLACE
9. NEXT YOU WILL NEED TO ADJUST THE
ALIGNMENT OF DRUM TO NBE ABOUT
2MM FROM FRONT PLATE SO WHEN
METALS ARE HEATED THEY DO NOT RUB
AGAINST FRONT PLATE.
(see our PDF on Drum alignment)

IF YOU HAVE AN OLDER BC-1 or BC-2 you
can upgrade your Bearing holder to use
the open bearings that can be greased at
a regular parts price. Contact the Tech
department for pricing and cost for open
bearings.

HERE IS THE BRAND GREASE WE
RECOMMEND for open bearings:

